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HoH CALENDAR OF EVENTS
2017
APRIL
17
22
23
24

Rehearsal
Encore '17 Performance - USF
Encore '17 Performance - Palladium
Rehearsal

MAY
1
6
8
11
15
22
29

Rehearsal
Special Coaching Session #2
Rehearsal
Board Meeting
Rehearsal
Rehearsal
Rehearsal

JUNE
5
8
12
19
25
26

Rehearsal
Board Meeting
Rehearsal
Rehearsal
Special Coaching Session #3 (tentative)
Rehearsal

JULY
2-8
10
13
17
24
31

International Convention - Las Vegas
Rehearsal
Board Meeting
Rehearsal
Rehearsal
Rehearsal

and beyond...
Oct 28 Fall Convention (District - Int'l prelims)
Nov 12 St. Paul UMC
Dec 9 Christmas Shows - USF

April 2017

DISTRICT AND SOCIETY EVENTS

July 2-9, 2017
Register Now!
http://www.barbershop.org/vegas/

October 27-29, 2017
2017 Fall Convention

See you there!

ORLANDO AIRPORT MARRIOTT
Register now at
http://sunshinedistrict.org/events/

January 16-21, 2018
For more info click here or visit
http://www.barbershop.org/orangecounty/
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From the President
by Dave Roberts, Tenor

Usually after a successful District
contest, the Heralds can have some
downtime to recover performance
energy; however, not this year.
We proceeded immediately into
preparation for our “Encore ’17” shows
which include many factors, such as
show program and ad sales, ticket
sales, show logistics, and preparing
the Chorus for the performance. Credit belongs to Tony’s
genius in developing the flow of the show material as this
will be another super production. Tony continues to add
excitement to our future, specifically for 2018, but I will
leave that to next month’s report.
Our membership team continues to add outstanding
singers with the addition of Tanner Lambert and Dean
Sellers as new members, along with the return of Andrew
Wheeler and Arne Helbig. We also have some excellent
singers in the pipeline to membership.
Of concern is the impact we've had to our revenue
flow. Specifically, we had a cancellation of a January
performance and that has been followed by very sluggish
“Encore '17" ticket sales. We will continue good financial
management by closely reviewing cash flow and by
reducing expenses. Additional performance opportunities
may be added to our calendar. We have a fun year ahead of
us!
Thanks,
Dave

2017
Apr 22
Apr 23
Jul 2-8
Oct 28

— Encore ’17 - USF
— Encore ’17 - Palladium
— International Convention - Las Vegas
— Fall Convention (prelims for 2018) 		
Orlando
Nov 12 — St. Paul UMC
Dec 9 — Christmas Shows — USF
Dec 10 — Christmas Show — Palladium 		
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Rehearsal Notes
HoH Members, watch your inbox for more
timely delivery of these rehearsal notes. Here
they are if you missed them, or for the curious
among us.
(Unedited)
by Tony De Rosa, Director, & Charlie Nelson, VP Music & Performance, Baritone

_____________
Music Category: Lesson 1
March 23, 2017

Tony was discussing on Monday night. Importantly, we have to
understand how this most characteristic of barbershop scoring and
arranging works, AND we have to be able to HEAR these chords,
intervals, and the progression of these harmonies in our songs.
Understanding how things fit together to their best effect is the
hallmark of A level singing in the MUSIC category.
Why is that true? When you can understand barbershop structure
and then tap into a skill set of using your ears to refine what you
are singing in the moment, you will be better able to tune in the
moment, which is the hallmark of barbershop singing. You’ll learn
to shade the tonality of the chord by what you hear. Singing is not
based on static tonality (like it is when you play an instrument or
even listen to a learning tape.) That same concept applies when
delivering the message or words, but this bulletin is about the music.

FREEDOM OF BODY…FREEDOM OF SINGING. It’s all inter-connected.

But first you must understand and HEAR the intervals. That’s your
building block, so let’s try a few exercises:

There will never be a time when we don’t energize our sound
forward. Always need intensity and energy to stay connected to our
audience. Even when we get soft. It must always be a living sound.
Needs travel and expression. That is more than just clean and pretty.
We need presence and purpose in everything.

• Hear a 7th Chord: Go to a piano and play the following
Barbershop Chord, a G7 chord, playing a D with the bass on
the 5th, a G with the lead on the root, a B with the baritone
on the 7th and an F, with the tenor on the third. Building from
the bottom, play D, F, G, B. Listen to it. That is a characteristic
barbershop chord...a 7th chord. It’s fantastic, but does it sound
like it needs to go somewhere? The answer is YES. You need to
resolve that chord, and it goes best (down the circle of fifths, to a
C major triad. Now play a C, E, G, C. Ahhh…Satisfaction. You’ve
arrived home, and in barbershop music, you’ll hear that kind of
chord progression…7th to a triad (either major or minor) a lot.
Its one of the things that makes our music distinctive. Now how
can we learn to hear those intervals?

Now let’s talk about the MUSIC category. Tony talked at length
about the structure of barbershop arranging and singing. We sing at
a very high level (and we aren’t backing away from that progress), so
how do we keep our high levels of singing and bring up our overall
scores. The answer lies in understanding our MUSIC better so that we
can align and adapt better to what is required by the arrangement.
To do that, we have to FIRST understand the basic building blocks of
barbershop. So, this is a little bit about a lot of things...all important,
and all discussed on Monday night.
From: Barbershop Arranging Manual, page 11-12.
• “Barbershop music features major and minor chords…”
Major and Minor triads are used in barbershop, with one tone
(usually the root) doubled to give a four part harmonization.
• “…and barbershop (dominant) seventh chords…”

• First, learn to hear octaves. Play a C in the middle of the piano.
Now count down 8 keys and play the next lower C. Play them
together. That’s an octave. Tuning to octaves should be a “gimme
putt.” You know where you need to be. They have to match
exactly. When you hear an octave, you can almost always be
sure you are listening to a TRIAD with the chord, meaning you’ll
also hear the 5th and the 3rd. All four parts are singing, but only
3 tones. Singing triads is very common in barbershop singing.

…The resolution of of the barbershop 7th normally tends to follow
the Circle of Fifths…based on the tendency of 7th chords to
progress to a triad, or another 7th chord, that lies a perfect 5th below
the root 		
of the barbershop chord. (Namely, a C7 chord will
likely resolve to an F triad chord, or at least another F7 chord. VERY
frequently DOWN a perfect 5th.

• Once you can hear octaves, learn the distinctive sound of
the root — 5th, relationship. Play a C and a G on the piano,
then play an E-flat and a B-Flat together, and then play an F
and a C together, then back to a C and a G. Hear that “buzzy”
relationship. It sounds almost ancient, probably because it is
foundational to all music in recorded history. That Perfect 5th
is ALWAYS going to sound lik e that. We sing a LOT of this in
barbershop, very often with the Bass and Lead parts creating
that foundation. That relationship needs to be locked in solidly
every time. Everything else relies on that locked in relationship
on the 5th.

So, this somewhat technical advice for arrangers, is exactly what

• Now let’s talk about a third: Play this progression on a piano.

The most characteristic harmony in barbershop is the “barbershopseventh” chord. The barbershop seventh (typically the major triad
PLUS the minor 7th interval) is a 4 part chord where…
• “…resolving primary on the Circle of Fifths”
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Rehearsal Notes, con't.
C-E then F-A, then E-G, then C-E again. Not as “buzzy” a sound is
it? Actually it sounds more melodic and probably very familiar
to you as it was likely the first type of harmonization you sang as
a child when learning how to harmonize to a melody. It’s pretty,
and when you add it to the “buzziness" of a perfect 5, it softens
the chord into a beautiful triad, that is the basis of almost all
music. First play a C- G. Now add the third: C- E- G, and notice
how it changes the overall sound. The “buzziness” is gone and
the sound is much softer and melodic to modern ears. The third
will always be high and light, in relation to the 1-5, to sound just
right.
• Now here’s the rub…literally…that makes our music barbershop
and makes it GREAT! The 7th. Play this: B-flat and the C that’s
right next to it. Play them together. How does that sound? I’ll
bet it wasn’t as pleasing to you, right? It’s the distinctive 2nd
interval, and by itself doesn’t sound too great. Well now add
it to the triad you’ve been working on. Play this: C- E- G- B flat.
What does that give you?
THAT’S BARBERSHOP, BABY! The sweetest sound in our entire
repertoire. And where does this C7 chord lead us? (Hint: follow the
circle of 5ths, down, and you’ll land on an F triad. Play C- E- G- B flat
followed by F- A- C- F. Right where it belongs.
• Finally, as an exercise, pick a song with the learning track set to
FULL MIX. Listen to the overall structure of the song. See if you
can pick out some of these 7th to Root harmonic progressions.
If you’re really into improvement, see if you can hear where you
are in the chords. What might you do differently if you know the
basic harmonic structure and how you contribute?
As to our plans for the next several weeks: we will work on ALL
show repertoires songs, so brush up on ALL of them. If you need a
reminder on the songs, please refer to the show list on Groupanizer.
We’ve sent it out a couple of times.
I would really concentrate for this week on second half songs, with an
emphasis to the newly released God Bless the USA learning material.
Tony and Charlie

_____________

First and foremost, we all need to have command of three songs by
next week. For most, these shouldn’t be hard re-learns, but please
be off paper (or pretty darn close!) on each of these by Monday.
• Taps
• When You Believe
• God Bless the USA (new version!)
Count on us working these three songs next week so we can all feel
confident about our contribution to the music.
We really won’t have any more time to work extensively on
choreo issues. The time we spent last night was great, and much
appreciated. But we are being a bit repetitive on choreo issues for
seasoned vets. As we talked last week, we are singing at a high level,
but we shouldn’t be having to spend this much time re-learning
basic choreo moves. We’ll schedule Early Birds the next three weeks
for those that need it, and we may do limited full chorus rep work
on choreo, but all members need to take up the charge and do this
work yourself. Ask for help if you need it. Making faster progress on
MUSIC and PERFORMANCE issues must become as rote as singing
has become. It’s our next great step in our evolution.
One final factor from last night: yes, we were smaller. But don’t be
heroic. Don’t be that guy that thinks that you have to carry the
chorus. It’s a team sport.
As Drew said, don’t try -- if you are a 30 man chorus -- to sound
like a 45 man chorus by forgetting all that you know about singing.
There were times when Drew talked about Gang singing, meaning
over-singing (which doesn’t help your voice and doesn’t produce
what you think it will). Use your technique which actually produces
a better, more expanded sound than gang singing.
For next week, we will concentrate on the three songs mentioned
above along with the full repertoire list for the upcoming shows.
That includes our contest material ... YAY!
Hope everyone is well and off work the next three weeks. We need
the time together to bring our ensemble to life. We much appreciate
everyone's continued dedication to the organization.
PLEASE sell those tickets!
Charlie

March 28, 2017
Brothers, it’s after half-time and we’re a bit behind with the game
outcome (Encore '17) on the line. ;-) Last night, while being very
good work on the material we covered that definitely progressed
us to where we need to be, also showed us where we need to go.
We have 3 weeks left to tie up some pretty big loose ends creatively
and operationally. We are all very appreciative of the 30 guys who
showed up last night and learned a thing or two...or more. The
illness and work bug, hit us hard last night, at a time -- really -- when
we can least afford it. But we remain confident we can pull this out
and win the game!

_____________

April 3, 2017
This memo has LOTS of information about the upcoming shows and
a review of our rehearsal. Please read carefully.
Thank you for a super rehearsal last night. It was fun to treat our
Guests to an excellent rehearsal that demonstrated what its like to
work under a world-class Director, who is able to guide and coax us
to a very high level of singing and artistry. Great job, men! We have
more work to do, in a very short two week window of time, but it’s
coming together nicely.
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NEXT WEEK: We will run through ALL show songs, PLUS we will do
an EARLY BIRDS at 6:30 for last minute choreo review with Ralph.
Expect sectional work on Drunken Sailor and God Bless the USA.
The current order for the 3:00 USF Show (all subject to change, of
course) is as follows:

matter.
• Vocal freedom PLUS intense air will create the highest level of
production
• PULL the air out of you and away from you. It’s not enough
to merely direct the air forward.
• Air driven sound, creates energy and support in the sound
• Singing easy with a lack of push or tension says nothing about
a lack of intensity of air.

First Half:
• I’m On My Way

• Are you enjoying what you are singing? Work to get all you can
personally get out of each piece you sing to create music within
your square. Be an active participant in the music-making

• If There’s Anybody Here From Out of Town
• Shenandoah
• 50’s Medley
• Drunken Sailor
• Backstreet 4
• Time After Time
• Marching Along With Time
• Goodbye, World, Goodbye
• Easy Street
Intermission
Second Half
• Backstreet 4
• A Mighty Wind
• God Bless America
• American
Medley

April 2017

Armed

Forces

Special note on Air Force song in AAFM; There are 3 distinct
passages for harmony parts...each a little different, with different
purpose. This creates challenges
in memorization, but they are
critical passages. Give these
passages a little more attention
this week.

"Music should
make you feel
something in
your soul!"
...Tony De Rosa.

• Taps
• The Lord Bless You and Keep You
• God Bless the USA
The Palladium show will be slightly different in quartet placement,
with the addition of You Bet in the first half although the show
order will be the same. Please work on ALL of these songs over the
coming week to make sure you are off paper, and can contribute to
the whole. The plan will be well received by our audience, WHEN we
execute these well.
UNIFORM: First half. Tux gear WITHOUT Jacket and PURPLE
TIE, with Bling. Second Half: Full tux WITH Jacket...change to
YELLOW tie, with Bling. Please talk with Matt Crisostomo if you
have uniform needs.
Music should make you feel something in your soul! ...Tony De Rosa.
So, what are the basic principles that we discussed last night that
help us achieve our artistic potential when we are performing?
• Be exciting! Your individual investment in the music is essential
and shouldn’t be under-estimated. What you do, truly does

When singing some of our
“older” rep, which we learned
several years ago with different
skill sets that we have today,
require you to re-calibrate your
entire approach to these songs.
It’s harder to re-learn songs, but
if we are going to sing them
with our new, improved skill set,
it’s necessary to re-think your
approach to these songs.

In Lord Bless You and Keep You:
Harmony parts, take a look
at measure 16...release on on
the lead’s “be” not “and”. Use
a relaxed breath to come back in. The “s” on the end of “gracious”
should be inaudible.

Auditions for God Bless the USA. Remember, live auditions

will be held next Monday night for the two solo parts GBTUSA. If you
would like to audition, you must send Charlie Nelson an email (by
Sunday) indicating your interest, be completely off paper, and come
prepared to audition, live, with the chorus next Monday night.
Thanks, again, for a great rehearsal last night.
Charlie and Tony

_____________

April 10, 2017
Open spaces and open places.
Congratulations to our auditioners last night! We were proud of
each one of you! Way to go!
It’s starting to happen! Much of last night dealt with a review of
show material (1st half for the most part) and some much needed

The Tampa HERALD

polishing of these audience favorites. Much of Tony’s instruction
dealt with HOW we deliver these songs and messages. When we do
it confidently, with definition and support, its very, very good. When
we are not as confident we sing without that definition and support,
with a noticeable sonic difference.
The answer to that issue? Trying harder, does not fix the confidence
thing. BEING and KNOWING fixes it. Each singer's individual
confidence level in delivering the music contributes to the whole,
and when we get to the point where we are ALL singing every song
with confidence that we know our part cold and our role in the
delivery of the sound, our 82-85 level will start to soar. And make no
mistake, it’s an individual responsibility to know your stuff well and
delivery with confidence.
I’m On My Way:
• Take a more assertive role in delivering the final product. That
will make good even better!
• Feels like you are thinking about opening choreo moves rather
than delivery. If you have to think about any choreo move, then
your singing will suffer.
• At bass solo, cheat angles of vocal delivery enough to where
your sound is going across the risers, not into the risers.
• For clumping everyone move on ALL. Even if you don’t move,
do something.
If There’s Anybody Here
• Be visually released right from the beginning of the song. The
moves on “FLO" come out of nowhere. Be as conversational as
possible in the delivery of this song through Tony. (Hint: loosen
up!)
• When you are not singing, continue visual freedom and perform!
Shenandoah
• When we sing a softer dynamic we have a tendency to sing less
supported and strong. Soft isn’t weak. It’s just soft with lots of
support. Don’t TRY to be soft.
• Be aware of layering dynamic as part of the communication of
the story. Don’t change the color of the sound...a mental skill.
• Harmony parts: More support and help with the orchestration
in the second verse.
• Whole part of the emotional nature of the song is in the key
change, with “farewell my love”. Sets up everything. Needs to
be more emotional AND definite...confident
Goodbye World Goodbye
• Tempo is great, but there’s an undercurrent of drive and
aggressiveness that needs to occur beyond just keeping tempo.
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Be more defined with sound on downbeat...driven by basses...
but applies to all parts. Not asking for a faster tempo, just drive
the beat so that the song delivers with lots of energy.
• You are talking about your final reward. Show it! No way to
deliver this song but with energy, drive and joy!
Drunken Sailor
• By end of opening we are often down a half. To keep the
audience fully engaged, we need to be more defined on what
we are doing. Finding “DO" at every opportunity will help.
Focused intense energy will help too.
• Baritone cut off in measure 167 “morn-ing” is on the down beat:
“drunk” in measure 168.
• Please go back and look at measures 120- 135 and also at
measures 159-167. Problem areas.
Lord Bless You and Keep You
• Baritone split. Charlie, Ralph, Bryce, Matt are on upper notes...
everyone else on lower notes. More orchestration on upper
part in duet with tenor, more support and fresh air on lower
part, particularly at resolve.
• Tenors and baritones are really important in middle section
“give you peace section” clearly define your part and words.
We have one week to go in rehearsal before our shows. Please spend
some time on every song this week, so that you...personally...can
build your confidence level on every song we sing.
Next week: another full run through, with emphasis on second half
songs. Auditioners will be named later this week for God Bless the
USA. PLEASE continue to work on this song so that you can up your
confidence game in this new song. Take a look at TAPS, as well.
Charlie and Tony
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Guest Night - April 3, 2017

Julianna & son Julian Guini (Yes, that
one from “Lady Bug” Quartet!) Julian
has the ‘bug’ - to sing with the Heralds!

Guests

Easy Street performs for
the chorus and guests

Mark Tuttle, Bill Glasgow, Steve
Matheson & Paul Carter enjoying
the buffet!

Watching Easy Street

President, Dave Roberts,
addresses the chorus with the
District Trophy!

Enjoying the buffet with guests are Dan Deignan, Andy
Schrader, Christian Espinoza, — foreground: Kaye & Joe
McCarthy, Bob Slaney and Mark Tuttle — in background: Mike
Sobolewski, Joe Kane & Lynn Hineman.

Enjoying the buffet with guests are Dan
Deignan, Andy Schrader, Kaye & Joe
McCarthy, Bob Slaney and Mark Tuttle
— (in background: Mike Sobolewski,
Joe Kane & Lynn Hineman).

The Heralds rehearsing

The buffet …

The Tampa HERALD
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The ultimate education experience for singers,
educators, directors, leaders… and YOU.
Belmont University, Nashville
July 23 – 30, 2017
http://www.barbershop.org/harmony-university/

https://youtu.be/E94JHLRUXww
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Chapter Development
March 2017
by Bob Slaney, Vice President - Chapter Development

We had a total of nine visits by three guests. Of those,
Tanner Lambert passed his audition and is pursuing
membership:

Congratulations
Tanner!
Get Your HoH Gear Here!

HoH Logo Gear

April 2017

Welcome
March Guests
Denny Young, 3 visits
Paul Whittlesey, 4 visits
Tanner Lambert, 2 visits

Barbershopper
of the Month

7
1
0
2
y
r
Februa
Greg Garvin

Singing Valentine Coordination
And get other Barbershop
merchandise at

http://shop.barbershop.org
Dave Roberts presents BOTM award to Greg Garvin at rehearsal April 3, 2017
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Vegas Bound!

Hello Heralds! This is YOUR newsletter and
vehicle for sharing information, stories,
and news about the Chapter, Chorus,
quartets, and the people in them. To
make it interesting and a fun read, I
encourage you to provide articles for
publication, photos of quartets in action,
our members, Chorus on the risers...
anything that you find interesting and
would like to see in the newsletter to
share with others. — The Editor
____________
Always seeking
information for the next exciting edition!
• Current Events Info
• Society News
• District News
• Photographs
• Chapter Quartet Info and Stories
• HoH Family News of Interest
• Fun Stuff: Pics, puzzles, riddles

Send these things
to the Editor!
Roxanne Clapp
roxanne@roxc.graphics
____________

PUN OF THE MONTH
I used to be a banker,
but then I lost interest.

Have a
Great Month!

Thank you to those that
contributed to this edition of
The Herald.

Deadline for the next
Herald is May 10.
Send your photos, stories, and
updates to the Editor, Roxanne Clapp, at
Roxanne@roxc.graphics

The Tampa HERALD
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UPCOMING ANNIVERSARIES
4/17

Barbara/Marty Port

4/21

Trudy/John Doramus

4/24

Judy/Tom Williams

4/30

Kaye/Joe McCarthy

5/7

Rhonda/Keith Starks

5/8

Kimberly/Steve Cragg

UPCOMING ANGEL BIRTHDAYS
4/21

Judy Williams

4/21

Jan Sobolweski

4/23

Sheri Matheson

4/23

Beverly Powell

4/23

Celeste Bozovich

5/5

Susan Murbach

5/13

Barbara Port

The Tampa HERALD
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CHAPTER QUARTETS
(shown alphabetically)

Back Street 4

Aaron Stratton
Joseph De Rosa
Brock Stratton
Tony De Rosa
Contact: Tony De Rosa
advocals@me.com

The Flexible Four

Chuck Steiner, Ralph Brown, Steve
Matheson, and Russ Powell
Contact: Steve Matheson
(813) 963-3517 (H)
(813) 254-9115 (W)
http://flexiblefour.com

Easy Street

Paul Carter - Tenor
Dave Cross - Lead
Bryan Hevel - Bass
Charlie Nelson - Baritone

KickStart Quartet
Nicholas Folkes - Tenor
Christian Espinoza - Lead
Jonathan Meadows - Bass
Chris Kline - Baritone

SongDaddy

Marty Port – Baritone
Chris Barthauer – Bass
Steve Cragg – Lead
Russ Powell – Tenor
Contact: http://songdaddy.weebly.com

Main Street

Mike McGee
Myron Whittlesey
Tony De Rosa
Roger Ross
Contact:
http://www.mainstreetqt.com/

You Bet!

Bryce Cline
Danny Wunderlin
Mike Cross
Matt Crisostomo

To have your Chapter quartet and photo appear here, send your information to Roxanne Clapp, roxanne@roxc.graphics.
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Upcoming Birthdays
Brian Wunderlin .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  4 / 16
Jason Dearing .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 4 / 20
Paul Helbig .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  4 / 20
Chris Rodgers  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 4 / 22
John Pennington .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 4 / 23
Steve Cragg .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  4 / 27
Charlie Barbarisi .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  4 / 28
Howdy Russell .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  4 / 28
Chuck Steiner  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 4 / 30
Gino Terinoni .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  5 / 4
John Boatright .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  5 / 6
Frank Bovino .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  5 / 11
Mike Cross  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 5 / 11
Christian Espinoza  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 5 / 13
Mike Sobolewski  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  5 / 13
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MEETINGS
The next Board Meeting will be held
May 11, 2017, at 7 p.m.
The previous Board Meeting was held
April 13, 2017, at 7 p.m.
______________
Minutes to Board Meetings are available to all
members on the ‘Members Section’
of the website.
Board Meetings are typically held online and open
to all members. If you are interested in attending,
you can obtain the link and sign-in information
from Dave Roberts: daver1103@aol.com

Birthday information provided by Ralph Brown,
Secretary – rbbrown@tampabay.rr.com

The Heralds of Harmony
is a non-profit 501 (c) (3) corporation
and receives regular public funding through grants from
The Florida Division of Cultural Affairs, The Arts Council of
Hillsborough County, and Walmart; as well as employee
matching programs at Verizon and Honeywell, and is
sponsored in part by the State of Florida, Department of
State, Division of Cultural Affairs and the Florida Council on
Arts and Culture.

Don't forget
Mother's Day
May 14!

Sponsored in part by
the State of Florida,
Department of State,
Division of Cultural
Affairs and the Florida
Council on Arts and
Culture.
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FRIENDS OF THE HERALDS

“Friends of the Heralds” (FOH) is a fundraising program that is an important part of the
Heralds yearly operating budget. Our mission
is to preserve and further develop a cappella
singing through musical excellence. FOH was
established to help sustain Heralds of Harmony
financial needs as we increase the number of
singers on the risers and continue to improve
our musical performance.
We are a non-profit organization supported
by our performance ticket sales, dues and
grants. Under the direction of Tony De Rosa,
we will continue to offer the best musical and
entertainment experience for our audience. In
2015, we placed in the top ten worldwide at
the International Chorus Competition of the
Barbershop Harmony Society. In 2017, the
Chorus will again compete at the International
level in Las Vegas.

The Heralds are poised to continue this
significant growth and progression. FOH
allows members, Alumni, as well as our
friends, family and barbershop fans, to assist
us on our musical journey and support our
financial needs. If you would like to help in our
endeavor with a tax-deductible contribution,
please fill out a card available in our lobby and
give to any Herald or volunteer, or contact
Dave Roberts at daver1103@aol.com, 813546-8953 or Marty Port at martinport519@
gmail.com, 813-748-4554.
We wish to thank the donors listed on this
page for their generous contributions in
2016.

If you wish to write a check, please send
to: Heralds of Harmony; Treasurer - Bill
Glasgow; P. O. Box 274076; Tampa, Florida
33688-4076.
Marty Port
Chairman, Friends of the Heralds

April 2017

PRESIDENTIAL
$1,000 and up
Charlie & Cindy Barbarisi
Roxanne & Larry Clapp
Tony & Jodi De Rosa
Terry L. & Emily K. Garvin
Dick & Susan Murbach

Bill & Linda Phipps
Marty & Barbara Port
David & Dianne Roberts
John & Kimberly Santamaria
Paul & Jennifer Stiles

PLATINUM
$500 to $999

Ralph & Chris Brown
Bill and Carolyn Glasgow
GOLD
$250 to $499

Wayne & Celeste Brozovich
Stephen Janes
Bob & Jane Lang
Ray & Pam Scalise

Lightning Foundation
Robert Tucker & Minglan Zhang
Mark & Karen Tuttle
Louis & Carol Wurmnest

SILVER
$100 to $249
Alex & Tatiana Boltenko
Lee & Patti Lawrence
Dan & Marcia Deignan Steve & Sheri Matheson
Douglas McDonald
Peter Forrett
Joe Kane
Robert & Shauvon Powell
William & Tamuel Fowler
Edgar Kendig
Jane Reichert
BRONZE
up to $99

Anonymous
Al & Julie Kelly
Don & Dana Long
James & Carol Colvin
Ms. Kelly Kelly
Bob & Sherry Markee
Linda (Sperry) A.
David & Nanci Larson
Flora D. McClain
Curry
Samuel Port

The Tampa HERALD
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Happy Easter Everybody!

PRESIDENT
Dave Roberts
daver1103@aol.com
IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT
John Santamaria
john@thesantamariafamily.com
TREASURER
Bill Glasgow
billg@tampabay.rr.com
SECRETARY
Ralph Brown
rbbrown@tampabay.rr.com
VICE PRESIDENT - MUSIC & PERFORMANCE
Charlie Nelson
ccnandlfn@gmail.com

SECTION LEADERS & GO-TO GUYS
Tenor Section Leader:
Lead Section Leaders:
Baritone Section Leaders:
Bass Section Leader:

Matt Crisostomo musicbringslife2013@outlook.com
Andy Schrader
andrew@schradermusic.com
Christian Espinoza christian.espinoza84@gmail.com
Alex Kuen
alexander.kuen@gmail.com
Charlie Nelson
ccnandlfn@gmail.com
Bryce Cline
brycecline11@gmail.com
Ed McKenzie
serendipity91@gmail.com
Chuck Steiner
AL13champs@aol.com
Ed McKenzie
serendipity91@gmail.com
Ralph Brown
rbbrown@tampabay.rr.com
Drew Kirkman, Dave Cross, Danny Wunderlin, Paul Stiles

VICE PRESIDENT - EVENTS & CHORUS MANAGER
Chuck Steiner, III
AL13champs@aol.com

Administrative Contact:
Visual Team Leader:
Visual Team Assistants:

VICE PRESIDENT - CHAPTER DEVELOPMENT
Bob Slaney
rjslaney46@gmail.com

Need HoH information or assistance re:
Rehearsal Videos:
Danny Wunderlin dwunderlin88@gmail.com
727-459-8245
Music Librarian & FINALE Music Software:
Ed McKenzie
serendipity91@gmail.com
727-505-2095
Uniform Coordinator:
Matt Crisostomo musicbringslife2013@outlook.com 727-259-3058
Website Content:
Dave Roberts
daver1103@aol.com
813-546-8953
E-Newsletter Editor:
Roxanne Clapp
roxanne@roxc.graphics
813-994-4380
		
P. O. Box 274076; Tampa, Florida 33688-4076

VICE PRESIDENT - MARKETING & PR
Steve Matheson
smatheson@bkwmc.com
VICE PRESIDENT - FINANCIAL DEVELOPMENT
Paul Stiles
paulstiles@verizon.net
BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE (‘16)
Dave Cross
dcross@dcross.com

HELPFUL LINKS...
Heralds of Harmony (HoH) • www.heraldsofharmony.org

BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE (‘17)
Danny Wunderlin
dwunderlin88@gmail.com

Heralds of Harmony on Facebook • Heralds of Harmony

BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE (‘18)
Ed McKenzie
serendipity91@gmail.com

Sunshine District (& Sunburst) • www.sunshinedistrict.org

MUSIC DIRECTOR
Tony De Rosa
advocals@me.com
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
Drew Kirkman • Jaketenor@yahoo.com

Heralds of Harmony on Twitter • @TampaHoH
Barbershop Harmony Society (BHS) or (SPEBSQSA) • www.barbershop.org
HarmonetLite • http://groups.yahoo.com/group/HarmonetLite
The original Harmonet • http://groups.yahoo.com/group/bbshop
Finale Reader Software • www.finalemusic.com/reader/
The Heralds of Harmony Chorus is committed to making its programs and
performances accessible to everyone. If you have any questions about
participation and access, please contact Paul Stiles at 813-624-2600.

Received this newsletter from a friend and want to subscribe
to the Heralds of Harmony email list? Click here!
http://eepurl.com/cezuZf

© Heralds of Harmony. Information and artwork in this
bulletin can not be reproduced
without the written permission of the Heralds of Harmony.

